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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
 
Elizabeth (Betty) Andrews, P.E. is a Principal Engineer with Environmental Science Associates (ESA). She 
received her Masters of Engineering degree from the University of California at Davis in Civil Engineering. 
While a water resources engineer whose practice is built on a foundation of hydrology and hydraulics, her 
work has a special focus on ecohydrology, geomorphology, and floodplain management.  
 
In addition to working on many projects designed to keep flood waters off specific landscapes, she has 
also had an opportunity to contribute to numerous efforts to restore connections between rivers and their 
floodplains, including projects on the Cosumnes, San Joaquin, Pajaro, Tuolumne, Merced, Stanislaus, 
Bear, Feather, and Sacramento Rivers. Her work to develop and disseminate the concept of frequently-
activated floodplains as a focus of process restoration, providing food web support and habitat for native 
juvenile fishes, has helped to trigger significant change in our approach to floodplain restoration in 
California.  
 
She recently led the technical team for the Mid San Joaquin River Regional Flood Management Plan on 
behalf of RD 2092 and Stanislaus County, developing one of six such regional plans for California’s 
Central Valley. 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
California is facing an unfamiliar and uncertain future as a result of climate change. One of the key 
characteristics of this future is that precipitation patterns will change, bringing more extreme highs and 
lows, worse floods and longer droughts. It will also be a future with far less of our annual runoff and 
water supply stored as snowpack. At the same time, most inland native fish species are at risk, declining, 
or extinct. Many other species of birds, plants, insects and reptiles that depend on the lush riparian 
habitat that was once characteristic of the state’s river corridors are also at risk, declining or gone. The 
dual imperatives to address climate change and ecological losses are each massive challenges, but they 
are challenges that can, in some cases, benefit from the same solutions. Indeed, by looking to ecological 
needs first, we have an opportunity to identify previously under-appreciated solutions that may make 
sense to pursue only because of, or especially because of, those dual benefits. In this presentation, 
strategies will be identified that address the needs of California’s native species while providing climate 
resilience co-benefits. Examples will be drawn from the Central Valley to illustrate these concepts. 
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Climate change imperative

• Climate change = massive increase in uncertainty
• New challenges will require new responses
• Traditional design approaches can yield “brittle” 

solutions
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Climate Change Challenges

Source: CA Water Plan 2009

By the end of this century, the Sierra snowpack is projected to experience 
a 48 to 65 percent loss from its average at the end of the previous century 
(Pierce and Cayan 2013).

Declining Snowpack
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Presentation Notes
From 2013 CA Water PlanSierra Nevada snowpack could be reduced by 48 to 65 percent by the end of the century. California relies on snowpack as a major water supply. � Earlier runoff timing and increased water demand in a warmer climate could mean greater water scarcity. � As water demands increase and the reliability of surface water is reduced, demands on groundwater are expected to increase. �Increased flood risk resulting from warmer and stronger winter storms may affect the state’s economy and public safety.By 2050, sea level could rise between 0.5 and 2.0 feet along most of California’s coastline.



From 
Pierce, D. W. 
et al., 2013

Dramatically 
rising 
temperatures

Rising temperatures
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Pierce, D. W., T. Das, D. R. Cayan, E. P. Maurer, N. L. Miller, Y. Bao, M. Kanamitsu, K. Yoshimura, M. A. Snyder, L. C. Sloan, G. Franco, M. Tyree, 2013: �Probabilistic estimates of future changes in California temperature and precipitation using statistical and dynamical downscaling. �Climate Dynamics, v. 40, 839-856. doi 10.1007/s00382-012-1337-9.



Dramatically 
increasing 
precipitation 
extremes

Increasing precipitation extremes
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Ecological imperative
Multiple riparian and aquatic species at risk:
• Native fishes – many special status species 

(e.g., multiple runs of salmon, steelhead; sturgeon; 
splittail)

• Giant Garter Snake
• Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle
• Yellow-billed Cuckoo
• Least Bell's Vireo
• Riparian Brush Rabbit
• Riparian Wood Rat
• … and many, many more
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2/3 of previously connected floodplain has been isolated from river 
processes (per Draft Conservation Strategy, Jan 2015)
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2/3 of previously connected floodplain has been isolated from river processes (per Draft Conservation Strategy, Jan 2015)



Ecological Problems 
1. Many special status 

species already
2. With climate 

change, more stress 
on native species

Fish in hot water
Among the top 20 native California 

fish species likely to become 
extinct in California within 100 

years as a result of climate change, 
if current trends continue:

1. Delta Smelt*
2. Central Valley late fall Chinook 

salmon
3. Upper Klamath‐Trinity spring 

Chinook salmon
4. Southern steelhead*
5. Northern California coast 

summer steelhead
6. Central coast coho salmon*
7. S. Oregon – N. California coast 

coho salmon*
8. Pink salmon

Species are listed in order of 
vulnerability to extinction, with No.
1 being the most vulnerable.

Source: UC Davis.
* Species already listed.

5%
26%

26%

26%

17%

129 Native inland fish 
species, 2010

extinct
endangered
near threatened
declining
low concern

(Figure adapted from Moyle et al. 2011)
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Ecological Problems (selected)
1. Lack of floodplain connectivity

a. Limited aquatic food web support (algae►bugs►fish)
b. Lack of floodplain spawning and rearing habitat for 

native fish
c. Minimal riparian forest revegetation
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Right image: midge hatch along flooded agricultural 
fields of the lower Klamath River by Betty Andrews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image on right: midge hatch along flooded agricultural fields of the lower Klamath River by Betty Andrews



Lack of floodplain connectivity

Photo by Carson Jeffres
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Salmon grow far more quickly on inundated floodplains, thanks to abundant food sources. Scientists at UC Davis have repeatedly demonstrated the rapidity of juvenile salmon growth on inundated floodplains, including agricultural fields.  



Ecological Problems

1. Lack of floodplain connectivity
2. Hardscaped river banks limit dynamic 

adjustment, resetting/creation of new habitat
3. Limited riparian vegetation

Photo by KQED
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Lack of geomorphic processes, riparian vegetation
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Yellow-billed cuckoo is highly dependent on dynamic 
river processes to create its most desired habitat.
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Presentation Notes
The Yellow-billed cuckoo is highly dependent on dynamic river processes to create its most desired habitat.



Looking for solutions….
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Native species have evolved to adapt to highly variable conditions. Floodplains require very large events to reset and create new habitat features.  Innovative solutions may come from thinking about what species need first – and then which of those solutions might provide some incidental flood benefits. 



Strategies that can enhance 
ecosystem processes while benefiting 
climate resilience

1. Broaden the flood corridor for 
conveyance, storage, strategic stage lowering; 
damage reduction through purchase of flood 
easements and/or shift to flood-compatible land 
uses.
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Central Valley floodplain inundation 
needs (per Draft Conservation Strategy, Jan 2015)

Planning Area Need (acres)
Upper Sacramento 106,500
Feather 53,000
Lower Sacramento 50,500
Upper San Joaquin 2,800
Lower San Joaquin 5,700
TOTAL 218,500
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Example: Feather and Bear River 
Levee Setbacks
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Broadened and reduced constriction in flood corridor, lowering stage (>1’ along Feather, ~3’ along Bear River in a large event).Provided significant opportunity for floodplain reconnection and habitat restoration (~1700 ac along Feather River; 600 ac along Bear).



Napa River Project’s SWOA
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Part of the Napa River Flood Control Project: Southwest Opportunity Area (“SWOA”)940-acre siteCompensatory mitigation plus stage reduction – lowering of downstream water surface below urban NapaArea had low elevation berms that overtopped, but restricted inflow during larger flood events



Example: NSA Alternative, San 
Joaquin River (Three Amigos, 1997)

Photo by River Partners

1997 Flood 

1997 Flood 
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In 1997, this 3200 acre site occupied by three Reclamation Districts was flooded as a result of several levee breaches.Under the PL 84-99 program, a non-structural alternative solution was selected in lieu of addressing levee deficiencies. Land was purchased by the federal government for inclusion in the SJR National Wildlife Refuge, to be run by USFWS for habitat purposes.Concept: full connectivity through levee breachesBut… levees have still not been breached, as 2 of 4 landowners determined to require flood easements have not yet agreed to those.Benefit: conversion to flood-compatible land uses.Photo: April 15, 2006 – small flood event. Flooding at the Refuge without levee breaches – just backwater up the WSID canal, overtopping its canal-side berms.



Example: Three Amigos (2015)
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DWR funded this study of managed detention through their Flood Corridor Program.Using just the Hageman and Lara tracts (2 of the 3 amigos), we found that it was possible to reduce stage locally by about 0.5 ft in a 35,000 cfs event on the SJR using a managed flood detention strategy.Part of this project also involved developing a design concept for a culvert to allow connectivity in small flood events while supporting drainage of the site as river flows drop. If designed with a closure structure, this concept could allow the site to be managed for flood storage.At this time, it appears most likely that once the necessary flood easements have been acquired that connectivity will be accomplished through a manual levee breach.



Strategies that can enhance 
ecosystem processes while benefiting 
climate resilience

1. Broaden the flood corridor for 
conveyance, storage, strategic stage lowering; 
damage reduction through purchase of flood 
easements and/or shift to flood-compatible land 
uses.

2. Reconfigure and operate reservoirs to allow 
greater controlled releases.
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Existing conditions: flood pool must be 
drained before winter to leave room 
for inflow

Flood pool
Vfp = Vin - Vout

Supply pool

Vin

Vout

Volume of the flood pool (Vfp) is the difference 
between the rate of inflow during a flood (Vin) 

and the rate at which water can safely be 
released downstream (Vout)
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Climate change will require larger 
flood pool – leaving less room for 
water supply

Flood pool
Supply pool

More intense rain 
on snow events

Greater inflows

Vfp = Vin - VoutVin

Vout
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Existing strategy
Existing levee system constrains rate of downstream 
release, requiring a large flood pool

Flood pool
Supply pool

Vfp = Vin - Vout

Vin

Vout
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Larger floodway strategy
If downstream capacity allows larger safe releases flood pool 
can be smaller, leaving more water in the supply pool

Flood pool
Supply pool

Vfp = Vin - Vout

Vin

Vout
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Levee 
Setback

Enlarged
Reservoir
Outlet
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If we increase flood conveyance through the valley, enlarge, and in some cases, lower the outlet works on dams (as is being done on Folsom) then we can then hold onto more water in your reservoirs for all beneficial purposes.If we can modify flow releases to mimic  the spring snowmelt, then we can potentially catalyze some of the physical and ecological processes so important to native species in the rivers of the Central Valley.



Opportunity: Tuolumne River floodway

• Currently constrained floodway downstream of 
Dry Creek confluence
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While land uses may be constrained within the City, a larger floodway 
downstream may still allow larger flood releases out of Don Pedro.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While land uses may be constrained within the City, a larger floodway downstream may still allow larger flood releases out of Don Pedro.



Strategies that can enhance 
ecosystem processes while benefiting 
climate resilience

1. Broaden the flood corridor for 
conveyance, storage, strategic stage lowering; 
damage reduction through purchase of flood 
easements and/or shift to flood-compatible land 
uses.

2. Reconfigure and operate reservoirs to allow 
greater controlled releases.

3. Increase conjunctive operation of surface and 
groundwater storage.
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Opportunity: Larger flood corridors for 
groundwater recharge
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In addition to conjunctive use through formal water banks, recharge of groundwater can occur when floodplains are allowed to inundate.UC Davis scientists recently measured appreciable recharge – 100- 300 AF – from a flood event on the Cosumnes River that inundated a recently-reconnected 500 acre floodplain. They estimate an annual net recharge of 1000 AF or more, 3 times more than would result from irrigation alone. (http://californiawaterblog.com/2015/04/09/making-every-drop-count-in-drought-and-deluge/)The map to the right is from the 2012 CVFPP (Appendix 8L); brown areas indicate the potential for rapid infiltration along a sample section of the San Joaquin River, with considerable depth to groundwater indicated by the blue columns.



Strategies that can enhance 
ecosystem processes while benefiting 
climate resilience

1. Broaden the flood corridor for 
conveyance, storage, strategic stage lowering; 
damage reduction through purchase of flood 
easements and/or shift to flood-compatible land 
uses.

2. Reconfigure and operate reservoirs to allow 
greater controlled releases.

3. Increase conjunctive operation of surface and 
groundwater storage. 29



Pix

bandrews@esassoc.com

Thank you

30
Sandhill cranes returning to 
the SJRNWR at dusk.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sandhill cranes returning to the SJRNWR at dusk.
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